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Abstract. Most cell phones today can receive and display video content.
Nonetheless, we are still significantly behind the point where premium
made for mobile content is mainstream, largely available, and affordable.
Significant issues must be overcome. The small screen size is one of them.
Indeed, the direct transfer of conventional contents (i.e. not specifically
shot for mobile devices) will provide a video in which the main characters
or objects of interest may become indistinguishable from the rest of the
scene. Therefore, it is required to retarget the content. Different solutions
exist, either based on distortion of the image, on removal of redundant
areas, or cropping. The most efficient ones are based on dynamic adap-
tation of the cropping window. They significantly improve the viewing
experience by zooming in the regions of interest. Currently, there is no
common agreement on how to compare different solutions. A retargeting
metric is proposed in order to gauge its quality. Eye-tracking experi-
ments, zooming effect through coverage ratio and temporal consistency
are introduced and discussed.
1 Introduction
Due to the proliferation of new cell phones having the capacity to play video,
new video viewing experiences on small screen devices are expected. To reach
this goal, conventional contents have to be retargeted in order to guarantee an
acceptable viewing comfort. Today it is generally done manually: an operator de-
fines a cropping area with its size and its location and also controls the cropping
window location temporally. Retargeting the video content is thus expensive and
time consuming. Live events require short delays that manual operations cannot
provide. As most of video contents are not produced with small-screen viewing
in mind, the direct transfer of video contents would provide a video in which
the main characters or other objects of interest may become indistinguishable
from the rest of the image. An automated way, delivering a compromise between
the time consumption and the retargeting relevancy, would be a high economic
differentiator.
In the past, three basic video format conversion techniques have been used to
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cope with such problem, e.g. anamorphic distortion, letter/pillar box and cen-
tered cropping. The anamorphism consists in applying a non-linear filtering in
one direction. Letter/pillar box technique adds black rows or columns to reach
the target aspect ratio. Cropping a sequence consists in extracting a subarea of
the picture. The centered cropping technique corresponds to the extraction of
a centered sub-window assuming that the interesting areas are located at the
center. All those techniques process all frames of the sequence in the same way.
The drawback of these methods lies on the fact that they are not driven by the
content. More recently, many new techniques have been published. A solution
is to focus on the most visually interesting parts of the video. As simple as it
appears, this solution brings a number of difficulties: the first concerns the de-
tection (in an automatic manner) of the regions where an observer would look
at (usually referred to region of interest or RoI). The principle of first studies
[1–3] is based on the use of a visual attention model. This kind of model [4–7]
is able to provide a map indicating the hot spots of a scene. Once the regions
of interest have been identified, a cropping window enclosing the most visually
interesting parts of the picture is computed. Rather than displaying the whole
picture, the content of the cropping window is only displayed. One advantage
of such approach is to keep the ratio of object as well as the distance between
objects in the scene. One drawback concerns the loss of the context that can
undermine the scene understanding. A different approach is the famous seam-
carving approach [8]. Seam carving is a method for content-aware resizing that
changes the size of an image according to its content. There exists a number
of variant of such approach that deals with seam-carving’s drawbacks. Indeed,
the initial version selects the seam that has the lowest energy. Such seam can
cross important contents. Since seam-carving approach removes seams having
the lowest energy, significant distortions may occur on the shapes of object. To
deal with this issue, Zhang et al. [9] added geometric constraints to preserve the
original shape of the objects.
Concerning the video, existing methods are based on an extension of still images
solutions. As there exist spatio-temporal models of visual attention indicating the
positions of the salient areas of a video sequence, a natural extension of saliency-
based retargeting approach has been proposed [10–13]. Those techniques can be
classified into three categories depending on the strategy used to reframe the
content: crop based, warp based or a mix. For the first category, Tao et al. [12]
compute saliency clusters which are temporally tracked to estimate the position
of the cropping window. Limitations are mainly due to wrong detections of RoIs.
Wolf et al. [11] warp pixels from the original frame to the retargeted one depend-
ing on their visual importance. An extension of the seam-carving also exist [14].
They applied a graph cut technique to connect removed energy lines. These
techniques have proved a high efficiency for some content, but still allows visual
distortion which may be annoying. It is interesting to note that some works have
mixed different techniques. Liu et al. [10] consider three different cases dealing
with different kinds of content: a static cropping window, a horizontal pan and
cutting the shot into two shots. The technique favors the original aspect ratio,
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but the selection is performed per shot which may be inadequate if scene content
is changing over time. When facing a sparse content, Deselaers et al. [13] allow
the alteration of the image by enlarging the original aspect ratio to potentially
enclose more columns in the pan-scan window; one additional strategy is to zoom
out by adding black stripes/pixels when RoI is spatially sparse. Some approaches
[10, 12] intentionally prefer preserving the aspect ratio without distortion of the
original frame, although others [11, 14, 13] have based their algorithm on intro-
ducing local distortion of the frame for a better rendering of original content.
How are these approaches assessed? How to gauge their quality? Up to now,
subjective approaches [10, 12, 15, 11, 16] are the most used. Some authors [10, 12]
have assessed their own algorithm by giving their visual opinion. However, most
of the time, a subjective comparison is performed between a new algorithm and
a baseline algorithm (the seam-carving algorithm is the most used as the base-
line). Another approach [13] goes further in the validation by using annotated
ground truth. A hand labelling was used to identify relevant regions from un-
relevant ones. The percentage of those important pixels present in the cropping
window is then computed and compared to a state-of-the-art implementation.
In the same vein, Chamaret and Le Meur [17] proposed to assess the quality of a
retargeting algorithm by using eye tracking data. The idea was to check whether
fixation points were present in the retargeted result.
In this paper, we propose a metric to assess quantitatively the quality of a retar-
geting approach. Section II first dresses a list of important points that a retar-
geting approach should obey. From these features, a quality metric is proposed.
Section III presents a video retargeting method. Its performance is measured in
Section IV. Finally, some conclusions are drawn.
2 What is a good retargeting algorithm and how to
measure its quality?
Before describing the features that a retargeting approach should follow, it is
important to define the context in which we are. The context is the TV broadcast
for cell phones. Two solutions to retarget the video content exist. First, the
retargeting approach is performed by the cell phones. The final users can switch
from the original to the retargeted video. This is the most convenient approach
for a number of reasons. The first one is the right over video. As this is the
final user that chooses between both versions, the video content can be modified
without problem. Object’s shapes, aspect ratio and distance between objects
can be significantly different from the original sequence. Seam-carving, warped-
based approach can be used. The second solution consists in retargeting the video
sequence just before its encoding and its broadcasting over the network. In this
case, this is the responsibility of the broadcasters to provide a good quality of
retargeting.
In this context the retargeting algorithm must obey a number of constraints:
– the object’s shapes must be kept;
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– the distance between objects must be kept.
These constraints are important since they significantly influence the choice
of the retargeting algorithm. For instance, the seam-carving does not respect the
distance between objects. An example for a soccer game is given in figure 1. The
soccer game is a good example since the distance between players is fundamental
to understand the action and the game.
Fig. 1. Example of a retarget picture with the seam-carving approach. (a) Original
picture; (b) retargeted picture.
The two constraints listed above are required in a broadcasting system. How-
ever, they do not reflect at all the quality of the final result. In order to assess the
quality of a retargeted video in the context of TV broadcasting, three features
are examined:
– The preservation of the visually important areas, called pf :
This first constraint of a retargeting algorithm is to keep in the final result
the most visually important areas. This first property is obvious. However,
it is difficult to assess automatically the extent to which a retargeting algo-
rithm succeeds in keeping the regions of interest. In a similar vein of [17],
an elegant solution would use data coming from an eye tracking experiment.
From the spatial positions of visual fixations, it is easy to count the number
of visual fixations that falls inside the retargeted sequence. The value pf
is the percent of visual fixation inside the cropping window (see figure 2).
A database of video sequence, for which eye fixations would be available1,
might be proposed to the community.
– Temporal consistency of the cropping window center, called c = (x, t)T :
The previous constraint is necessary but not sufficient to draw a conclusion
on the quality of the retargeted video sequence. Indeed, it is also required
1 Such database already exist for still images (see for instance, http://www.
irisa.fr/temics/staff/lemeur/visualAttention/ and http://www-sop.inria.
fr/members/Neil.Bruce/)
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(a) (b)
Fig. 2. Pictures extracted from the Sports clip. Red points correspond to visual fixa-
tions from eye-tracking experiments. Red boxes are the cropping windows.
that the cropping window moves coherently along the sequence. A second
fundamental rule would be that displacements of the cropping window should
be as smooth as possible. In practice, it is not so easy to obtain due to the
high number of particular cases. For instance, on a still shot, it might be
necessary to track a person walking. In other case, a close-up of a person
moving his head does not necessary imply a displacement of the cropping
window.
– Temporal consistency of the zoom, called z:
In the context of this study, the retargeting approach aims at providing a
better visual experience. The solution is to dynamically adapt the amount
of zoom over the sequence. No matter how this zooming factor is computed,
what is important is to first respect the first constraint (to keep the RoI)
and to be coherent over time. However, the more the zooming factor, the
more the visual experience might be. It does not mean that the zoom factor
have to be high whatever the visual content. The zooming factor has to be
content-dependent. This rule must be taken into account in the metric. We
use the coverage ratio (CR) to measure the zoom. This is the ratio between
the pixel number of the cropping window and the total number of pixel. A
high coverage ratio means a low zoom in. The coverage ratio may stand for
the quantity of lost data during the cropping process.
Based on these three constraints, the overall quality Q of a retargeted video
sequence can be computed. The quality score is between 0 (lowest quality) and
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is the temporal coherency of the cropping center window. cohz(t) =
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∂tz(t) is
the temporal coherency of the coverage factor. g() is a function that computes a
distance between the current zoom factor and the optimal coverage factor zopt(t).
In our case, g() is the absolute value function. The optimal coverage factor zopt(t)
can be deduced from the eye tracking data or fixed to an average value. α and
β are coefficients that could be used to favor one particular dimension. They
are all set to 1, except γ. This coefficient is set to 3 in order to strengthen the
weight of the temporal consistency of the cropping window. The function f() is
used to pool all the quality scores to an unique one. The most common is the
average function. However, as it is performed to assess the quality of a video
sequence, we can use a Minkowsky pooling or a percentile-based approach. In
these last solutions, the lowest t% scores are used to compute the final score.
Our hypothesis is that a bad retargeting even on few pictures can dominate the
subjective perception.
3 Application to a video retargeting algorithm
The video retargeting algorithm used in this study is an extension to the tempo-
ral dimension of the algorithm published in [18]. We briefly describe it since the
scope of this paper is to present a method to assess the quality of a retargeting
approach rather than to propose a new method. Figure 3 gives the synoptic of
the proposed algorithm. The starting point of the proposed method is based
on the computation of a saliency map. The model proposed in [6] is used. This
is a purely bottom-up model based on luminance, color and motion informa-
tion. These visual information are merged to create a final/global saliency map
per frame. This spatio-temporal saliency map is the first step of the reframing
process. Once regions of interest have been identified, a cropping window which
encloses the most important parts of the frame is deduced. This step is composed
of three sequential operations:
– Window extraction: the goal of this step is to define a bounding box that
encloses the most conspicuous parts of the picture. Based on the results
coming from the attention model, a Winner-Take-All algorithm is applied.
This algorithm allows the detection of the first N most important locations
(having the highest saliency values). When the kth maximum location is se-
lected and memorized, this location as well as its neighborhood is inhibited.
Due to the inhibition process, a new salience peak will dominate and will
be selected at the next iteration. The selection process is influenced by the
center of the picture. Indeed, the bias of scene center has an important role:
observers tend to fixate near the center of scenes, even if the salience is null.
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Fig. 3. General description of the proposed automatic retargeting process. Main opera-
tions are the visual attention model, the cropping window extraction and the temporal
consistency.
This tendency is due to a number of reasons notably detailed in [19]. Finally,
it is important to underline that the value N is chosen in order to predict
most of the salience of the saliency map. However, upper and lower bounds,
called CRmax and CRmin respectively are used to control the amount of
zoom. Note that the term zoom and coverage ratio (CR) have here the same
meaning. A CR of 1 indicates that there is no zoom.
– Temporal consistency: as mentioned before, the temporal stability is likely
the most important issue of a video retargeting process. The temporal stabi-
lization acts here both on the position and the size of the bounding box. Two
filters are used. A Kalman filter is first applied in order to better predict the
spatial and the size of the cropping window. However, in order to deal with
small displacement, a temporal median filter is used to lock the position as
well as the size of the cropping window;
– Aspect ratio: as the first step (window extraction) does not guarantee the
good aspect ratio, it is required to adapt the size of the window. This adap-
tation is arranged by extending the window size. The extension is either
performed on the width or the height to reach the targeted aspect ratio.
Figure 4 gives some results of the proposed algorithm.
4 quality Assessment
4.1 Database of eye tracking
Sixteen subjects have participated in the experiments. All observers had nor-
mal or corrected to normal visual acuity and normal color perception. All were
inexperienced observers and naive to the experiment. Before each trial, the sub-
ject’s head was correctly positioned so that their chin pressed on the chin-rest
and their forehead lean against the head-strap. The height of the chin-rest and
head-strap system was adjusted so that the subject sat comfortable and their
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Fig. 4. Visual comparison of still pictures for the seam carving and dynamic reframing
schemes. Top row is the computed saliency heat maps (the reddish pixels are salient,
the blue ones are not). Second row is the original picture with the cropping window in
white. Third row is the resulting cropped picture.
eye level with the center of the presentation display.
Eye movement recording has been performed with a dual-Purkinje eye tracker
from Cambridge Research Corporation. The eye tracker is mounted on a rigid
EyeLock headrest that incorporates an infrared camera, an infrared mirror and
two infrared illumination sources. The camera recorded a close-up image of the
eye. Video was processed in real-time to extract the spatial location of the eye
position. Both Purkinje reflections are used to calculate the eye’s location. The
guaranteed sampling frequency is 50Hz and the accuracy is about 0.5 degree.
Four video sequences have been selected: Movie, Cartoon1, Cartoon2 and Sports.
The features of those clips are given in table 1.
Table 1. Features of the clips used during the eye-tracking experiments.
Clip Number Spatial Length Type
of observers resolution (frames)
Movie 16 720× 480 1000 Trailer (action)
Cartoon1 16 720× 480 1200 Trailer (cartoon)
Cartoon2 16 720× 480 2000 Trailer (cartoon)
Sports 16 720× 480 2000 basketball, soccer, cycling...
Each sequence was presented to subjects in a free-viewing task. Experiments
were conducted in normalized conditions (ITU-R BT 500-10). The spatial reso-
lution of video sequence is 720× 480 with a frequency of 50Hz in a progressive
mode. They are displayed at a viewing distance of four times the height of the
picture (66cm). Subjects were instructed to look around the image. The objective
is to encourage a visual bottom-up behavior and to lessen the top-down effects.
Analysis of the eye movement record was carried out off-line after completion
of the experiments. The raw eye data is segmented into saccades and fixations.
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The start- and end-points of each fixation were extracted as well as the spatial
coordinates of visual fixation. A visual fixation must last at least 100ms with a
maximum velocity of 25 degrees per second.
4.2 Preservation of the visually important areas pf
The loss of the region of interest is to be avoided, not only for the viewing
experience but also in order to understand the content of the sequence. The idea
is to compute the ratio of visual fixations that fall into the cropping window. A
ratio of 1 would mean that all regions of interest are enclosed in the bounding
box. As mentioned before, this is necessary but not sufficient.
Figure 5 gives the percentage of the human fixation points that fall into the
cropping window for four video sequences. Two other information are given:
the minimum percentage as well as the average value of the lowest values (10%
of the lowest values are taken into account). The former is about 20% for the
Movie and Sports clips and greater than 60% for the other clips. These relatively
low values are due to the temporal masking induced by a scene cut [6]. After a
scene cut, the spatial coordinates of the visual fixation depend on the content
displayed prior the cut. This temporal shifting is due to the inability of visual
system to instantaneously adjust to changes. Previous studies demonstrated that
the perception is reduced after a brutal changes and can last up to 100ms [20].
Therefore, just after a scene cut, the cropping window is well located whereas
the position of the human’s gaze is still locked on areas corresponding to the
content prior the cut. Then, the use of the averaged 10% lowest value is more
reliable that the raw value. Results are between 60% and 80% with an average
value greater than 90%, suggesting that most important areas are preserved and
that the accuracy of the proposed reframing solution is very high. The worst
value (60%) is obtained by the Sports clip. It is not surprising since this kind
of content contains numerous regions of interest and the consistency in visual
fixation locations is not as high as those obtained by animated sequences or
movie clips.
4.3 Temporal consistency of the cropping window center c = (x, t)T
The third validation method deals with the temporal behavior of a reframing
solution. The best solution is to observe the evolution of the cropping window,
the more stable the position and size of the cropping window the better the sub-
jective quality. Figure 6 (a) depicts this evolution for the position of the cropping
window (horizontal only).
In order to highlight the role of the temporal filtering in the proposed retargeting
scheme, the location of the cropping box center is drawn in figure 6 (a) consid-
ering different processing steps. The dark blue, pink and light blue curves stand
respectively for the raw data, the data after Kalman filtering and data after the
median filtering. The curves clearly show the role of each filtering. The kalman
filter attenuates the bound to the next sample and then creates smooth trajec-
tories between strong gaps. However, when looking at the video, the cropping
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Fig. 5. Percentage of human fixation points in cropping window. Blue squares indi-
cate the average values over time (the standard deviation is also given). The pink
triangle and the purple diamond respectively correspond to the frame with the lowest
percentage and the average of the 10% lowest values.
window location and size move still too much or too often compared to the few
changes of content even if they are changing more smoothly. Too many changes
of cropping window do not lead to a natural camera effect such as an operator
would shoot. The median filter is used to cope with this issue. This filtering also
fixes a visually disturbing problem: the backward and forward displacement of
the window. Finally, the final curve of the cropping window location reaches the
objective of both a smooth trajectory and a high adaptability to video content.
4.4 Temporal consistency of the zoom, z
The coverage ratio, called CR, is used to measure the amount of zoom. It may
stand for the quantity of lost data during the cropping process. Figure 6 (b)
depictes the coverage ratio over time for the Sports sequence. Upper and lower
bounds are used to control the amount of zoom. It is interesting to note that the
coverage value depends on the scene. For instance, a classical sky view is shot
for a cycling race at the frame 1000. The coverage ratio has a low value because
the region of interest (typically the cyclists) covers few pixels and is not spatially
spread out.
The average, minimum and maximum coverage ratios per clip are presented in
Table 2. All clips have the same tendency for average and minimum statistics.
The CR average is low (close to the minimum boundary), while the CR mini-
mum is a bit inferior to the minimum boundary. Regarding the CR maximum,
results are different: although the Sports sequence reaches a maximum of 0.88,
the Cartoon1 sequence comes up to 0.66. This difference is clearly due to the
sequence content.
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(a)
(b)
Fig. 6. Temporal evolution of the center of the cropping window (just the spatial coor-
dinate X is presented) (a) and of the coverage value (b) for the Sports clip. Concerning
the position of the cropping window, the temporal evolution is given after the cropping
window extraction, the Kalman and the median filter.
Table 2. Coverage ratio data for different sequences.
Clip Avg ± std Minimum Maximum
Movie 0.54 ±0.05 0.44 0.69
Cartoon1 0.54 ±0.052 0.49 0.66
Cartoon2 0.51 ±0.04 0.44 0.70
Sports 0.57 ±0.08 0.46 0.88
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4.5 Final quality
The formula 1 is used to compute the final quality score. The setting are: f() is
the average function, g() is the absolute value function. α and β are set to 1 and
γ is equal to 3. The optimal coverage is arbitrary set to 0.65 for the sequences
Cartoon1, Cartoon2 and Sports. The optimal coverage for the sequence Movie
is set to a smaller value (0.5) due to the presence of black stripes.
Table 3 gives the average quality scores over these sequences. These scores are
given after the different filters used in the proposed algorithm. Results indicate
that the quality increases when the temporal filters are used. These results are
consistent with our subjective perception. Table 4 gives the distribution of the
quality scores per quartile. The quality scores of the final retargeted sequence
are much more uniformly distributed than the two other distributions. This is
again consistent with our own perception. However, there still exist a number of
problem since the quality scores of the first quartile is dramatically weak. Several
reasons can explain it: first, the performance is strongly tied to the ability of the
computational model of visual attention to predict the RoI. Second, we did
not handle the scene cut in the computation of the quality scores. Finally, the
proposed metric does not handle a smooth and coherent displacement of the
cropping window.
Table 3. Quality score for the sequences (average with the standard error of the mean.
A value of 100 indicates the best quality.
Clip Optimal Avg ± sem
Coverage
Original Filtered data Filtered data
data (Kalman) (Kalman+median)
Movie 0.5 50.31± 0.181 71.85± 0.157 81.7± 0.127
Cartoon1 0.65 59.99± 0.177 78.48± 0.139 84.64± 0.109
Cartoon2 0.65 50.34± 0.126 67.86± 0.102 73.25± 0.08
Sports 0.65 43.69± 0.135 73.96± 0.107 77.27± 0.101
Table 4. Distribution of the quality per quartile for the sequence Sports. The first
quartile represents the lowest quality scores.
Clip Original data Filtered data (Kalman) Filtered data (Kalman+median)
First 2.12× 10−7 4.92× 10−5 8.43× 10−6
Second 1.67 69.01 74.02
Third 42.32 82.95 86.16
Fourth 82.09 88.25 88.94
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5 Conclusion and Future Work
This paper proposes a metric to assess the quality of a video retargeting algo-
rithm. This metric is based on four fundamental factors: the capacity to keep
the visually interesting areas in the retargeted sequence, the temporal coherence
of the cropping window, the temporal coherence of its size and the ability to be
close to an optimal zoom factor.
Such metric requires to collect the human visual fixations. At first sight, it
might seem too complex and time-consuming. However, as it was done for the
video/image quality assessment, we believe that such databases are necessary
to benchmark the different retargeting algorithms. It will be required to make
in a near future a comparison between the proposed metric and user studies.
Indeed, it will be important to check whether the proposed metric match the
user’s preferences. Moreover, the different setting used here might be learned to
reflect our perception.
In the future, we will endeavor to provide to the community such databases and
to make a benchmark between different approaches by using the proposed qual-
ity metric.
Supplement materials are available at http://www.thlab.net/~guillotelp/.
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